FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Solutions By Design II, LLC Awarded $7M Unified
Messaging and SMTP Contract with U.S. Department of the
Interior
Vienna, Va. – Sepetember 7, 2018 – Solutions By Design II, LLC (SBD II)
announced that it has been awarded a task order to support unified messaging and collaboration
and simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) services for the U.S. Department of the Interior’s
(DOI’s) Office of the CIO.
The DOI has an important responsibility to protect and sustain federal lands and energy sources
across the country. As a result, DOI’s offices are dispersed throughout United States, making
unified communications critical for the agency to operate and collaborate effectively.
“Managing and protecting federal lands across the country, the DOI requires dependable and
flexible communications regardless of an employee’s location. SBD has been committed to
delivering seamless communications for DOI throughout our relationship and continues to be
focused on delivering innovative approaches to help the agency do more,” said Rod Volz, Vice
President, Solutions By Design II, LLC. “Improved communications within the DOI, the agency
can more easily collaborate and accomplish its mission.”
SBD will provide support in Reston, VA and Lakewood, CO, providing DOI’s Bureaus and
Offices with a centralized communication and collaboration environment, which includes
documented expert-level professional services and a single point of accountability for delivery of
these services. SBD has supported DOI since 2015, combining thorough customer expertise with
innovative, high-quality, and value-driven solutions.
ABOUT SBD: SBD specializes in IT system modernization and support as an application
transformation and agile process leader. We leverage open source technologies and cloud-based
solutions to reduce operating costs and advance the value proposition of automated solutions. We
also have a robust cybersecurity capability optimizing security operation centers through the use
of workflow automation, technical expertise, and the use of leading-edge security tools. Bottom
line, we deliver technically innovative, reliable, and cost-effective solutions, services, and
products to our federal customers.
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